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Collection PREMIUM

code MC 35-0
+ pedestal A1-D   
27 cm / 1,9 kg

code MC 35-0
+ pedestal B1-G
26 cm / 2,0 kg
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Memorial Crystals are made as a combination of a premium quality Bohemian 
crystal and a small amount of your deceased loved one's ashes. 
Fine decorations combined with ashes turn into an exceptional and unique 
article immortalizing the memory of your lost loved one. 

Each product has its unique registration code and is provided with a 
certificate of ashes genuineness.

Memorial Crystals are subject to PATENT PROTECTION. 
Made in Czech republic.

WAVE
code MC 32-0  
26 cm / 1,2 kg 
(supplied with C1 stand as a standard)

code MC 32-0
+ pedestal B1-G
26 cm / 1,2 kg

code MC 32-1
+ pedestal A1-D   
27 cm / 1,0 kg

DESTINY
code MC 35-0  
26 cm / 1,8 kg 
(supplied with C1 stand as a standard)
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Spirit decor is hand-shaped glass knot, that has been inspired by 
spiritual feeling. The ashes are melted into the crystal knot.
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Collection PREMIUM

Crossball decor is one of the products from the Premium 
collection that may be combined with fine (24-carat) gold melted 
in arms as one of the color variants selected.  

code MC 36-0
+ Pedestal B1-G
14 cm / 1,0 kg

code MC 36-0
+ Pedestal A1-AO   
15 cm / 1,0 kg

code MC 34-0
+ Pedestal C1 
26 cm / 1,2 kg

code MC 34-G
+ Pedestal A1-AO   
27 cm / 1,0 kgCROSSBALL

code MC 34-G  
26 cm / 1,2 kg
(supplied with C1 stand as a standard)
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SPIRIT
code MC 36-0  
14 cm / 1,0 kg
(supplied with C1 stand as a standard)
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Collection  PREMIUM

code MC 31-0
+ pedestal B1-G
22 cm / 1,2 kg

code MC 31-2
+ pedestal A1-D   
23 cm / 1,0 kg

code MC 37-0
+ pedestal A1-D   
21 cm / 1,8 kg

STONE
code MC 09-0
5 cm / 0,1 kg 
(one piece only)

code MC 37-0
+ pedestal B1-G
+ text
20 cm / 2,0 kg

Soul decor offers a unique light effect. Daylight or the optional LED 
illumination lights up the spiral of ashes to silver color. The surface of 
Soul glass memorials is black with an iridescent effect, only the front 
ground side allows to look inside.

Matching memorial stones are available in luxury wooden boxes.

Gemini decor also serves as a candle holder. Different 
ashes may be melted into individual figures and also 
various colors may be combined.

GEMINI
code  MC 31-0 
+ pedestal C1
(basic version)
22 cm / 1,2 kg

SOUL
code MC 37-0  
20cm / 2,5 kg 
(supplied with C1 stand as a standard)
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Golden Heart decor is an excellent 
choice as a set with Heart in Heart 
or Unbreakable Heart decor. Your 
deceased loved one's ashes are 
melted directly into the glass heart 
made of premium quality crystal 
together with fine (24-carat) gold.
Every handmade golden heart is Every handmade golden heart is 
delivered in a luxury wooden box.

Golden Leaf decor is a great choice as 
a set with Tree decor. Your deceased 
loved one's ashes are melted directly 
into the glass leaf made of premium 
quality crystal together with fine 
(24-carat) gold. Every handmade leaf is 
delivered in a luxury wooden box.

Crystal decor was inspired by natural 
crystal. The surface is hand-cut and 
polished. Using a wooden stand with 
LED backlighting creates beautiful light 
effects.
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wooden box
included 

Collection PREMIUM
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GOLDEN LEAF
code MC 08-G
8 cm / 0,1 kg (one piece only)

TREE
code MC 18-0  
24 cm / 1,0 kg 

CRYSTAL
code MC 38-0
+ pedestal
A1-AO  
28 cm / 1,8 kg 

GOLDEN HEART
code MC 07-G
6 cm / 0,2 kg

HEART IN HEART
code MC 17-G  
+ pedestal C1 (basic version)
+ text
22 cm / 1,2 kg

UNBREAKABLE HEART
code MC 19-G  
+ pedestal C1 
17 cm / 1,2 kg
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Collection CLASSIC

code MC 02-0
+ pedestal B1-G     
12 cm / 0,7 kg

code MC 05-0
+ pedestal B1-G 
12 cm / 0,7 kg

code MC 20-6
+ pedestal B1-G

13 cm / 1,0 kg

code MC 20-3
+ pedestal A1-D

14 cm / 0,9 kg

code MC 02-4
+ pedestal A1-M   
13 cm / 0,6 kg

code MC 01-5
+ pedestal A1-D   
13 cm / 0,6 kg

code MC 05-7
+ pedestal A1-D   
13 cm / 0,6 kg

code MC 01-1
+ pedestal B1-G + text
12 cm / 0,7 kg

Classic collection offers all color variants and also an 
option - ash only.

TEAR
code MC 02-0

10 cm / 0,5 kg

code MC 10-1
10 cm / 0,5 kg

code MC 10-2
10 cm / 0,5 kg

DROP
code MC 05-0

10 cm / 0,5 kg

OIL LAMP
code MC 20-0

11 cm / 0,8 kg

DROP
code MC 01-0  
10 cm / 0,5 kg 

PYRAMID
code MC 10-0  
10 cm / 0,5 kg 
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Elegant jewelry from See You collection with fused-in ashes or locks of hair in a special resin represent the smallest item 
to keep your loved ones’ memory alive. Wide range of options, premium quality of processing, various precious metals 
and individual resin colors to meet the client's needs are the main advantages of this collection. Some pendants may 
be worn in two different ways - with a visible side of resin to the front or hidden to the back. 

These are the available color options 
of resin. The actual shade intensity 
may slightly vary. 

Beads with a symbolic amount of ashes are made by a hand process 
using the glass bead wounding technique. The bead may be worn as a 
pendant on a chain round the neck or as a wrist bracelet. Beads worn as 
a wrist bracelet have fitting made of premium silver 925/1000 and their 
glass may even contain 24-carat gold.   
With each bead you can order a wrist bracelet or a chain.

Collection  BEADS

Collection
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code MCK 1  
18mm

code MCK 2-0  
18x10mm

code MCK 2-4  
18x10mm

code MCK 2-5  
18x10mm

code MCK 2-G  
18x10mm
gold 24ct

code MCK 2-3  
18x10mm

code 602 S
silver 925/1000, color AQUA, 14x11mm

code 110 SB
silver 925/1000

silver gilt, 20x20mm

code 110 S
hidden side
of resin

code 603 SG
silver gilt, color VIOLET, 11x11mm

code  701 S
silver 925/1000
color PINK

code 701 G
yellow gold 14ct
color WHITE

code 701 W
white gold 14ct
color BLUE

Blue Aqua Green Yellow Orange

Red Pink Violet White Transparent

code RG 005
silver 925/1000
zircons, AQUA

size 50,52,54,56,58,60

code RS 008
stainless steel
color GREEN
size 53 - 68

code BL 011
silver 925/1000
zircons, TRANSPARENT
diameter 57, 60, 62mm

code BL 010
silver 925/1000
TRANSPARENT
diameter 57, 60, 62mm

code BG 008
silver 925/1000
brown leather
length 21cm

code 701 R
pink gold 14ct
color RED
7x7mm

code 602 SG
silver gilt
color VIOLET

code 602 SR
silver gilt
color TRANSPARENT

code 603 S
silver 925/1000
color GREEN

code 603 SR
silver gilt
color ORANGE
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Accessories and others

Candleholder 
with a portrait
code LP 03
5 x  5 x 12 cm

code B1-G
granite  
10 x 10 x 2 cm

detail of picture with 
a star made of crystal 

and ashes 

code GM-1
90 x 60 x 10 cm  (100 stars)

code GM-2
150 x 100 x 10 cm (200 stars)

code C1
optical glass
10 x 10 x 2 cm

code A1-M
mahagony 
8 x 8 x 3 cm

code A1-AO
american walnut
8 x 8 x 3 cm

code A1-D
oak
8 x 8 x 3 cm

Memory Crystal s.r.o.
Dubice 32, Česká Lípa 470 01 
Czech Republic

Phone: +420 487 521 360
E-mail:  info@memorycrystal.cz www.MEMORYCRYSTAL.cz

STANDS
Stands may be ordered for most Stands may be ordered for most 
of the glass memorials products 
offered as an option. Wood 
stands are supplied with inte-
grated LED illumination intensifying 
the decor effect in the glass. 
Sandblasting of optional writing 
upon request. upon request. 
    

LASER PORTRAITS
Glass memorials with a hair lock 

This piece of memorial glass is made of a This piece of memorial glass is made of a 
premium quality cut optical glass. A hair 
lock of your deceased loved one is sealed 
in the prism. The portrait and the text are 
burned by laser, allowing for a precise 
execution. 

GALAXY OF MEMORIES

A hand-painted picture combined with the 
technology of optical fibers evoking the sky full 
of shining stars. The brightest star is made of 
crystal and a small amount of cremated 
remains. 
Over time more stars may be added to the Over time more stars may be added to the 
picture. 
The painting is enhanced by a pleasant 
ambient LED lighting in the frame. 

code PS V-1
9 x 9 x 3 cm

All products are shown with possible color variant 
symbols. Color code (number) is stated after dash.  
Example: MC 01-3 means blue color and MC 01-4 
means red.

ashes only24ct gold+ashes


